Electronic metal-support interactions (EMSI) in catalysis are commonly rationalized in terms of an electron transfer between support material and supported metal catalyst particles. This general perspective, however, cannot fully explain experimentally observed EMSI for metallic nanoparticulate catalysts, because the strong charge screening of metals should locally confine effects of direct electronic interaction with the support to the catalyst-support interface (CSI), which, apart from the perimeter, is largely inaccessible for catalysis reactants. The concept of capacitive EMSI is proposed here for catalyst particles at the nanometer scale, where electronic equilibration results in a long-range charging of the catalytically active outer surface (CAOS) bypassing the expected strong metallic charge screening, which is confirmed and quantified by electrostatic and density functional theory simulations revealing a strong dependence on the coverage of the support surface with catalyst particles. This long-range charge transfer leads to a shift of the local work function at the CAOS. In order to describe the catalytic consequences, an amendment of d-band theory in terms of 'd-band + work function' is proposed. Furthermore, the charging of remote catalytic sites at the CAOS scales with the relative dielectric constant of the surrounding medium and it is concluded that EMSI can have surprisingly strong influence especially in the presence of a strongly polarisable dielectric.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nanoscopic metal catalyst particles supported on metal oxides or carbon materials constitute the majority of heterogeneous catalysts and electrocatalysts used in the chemical industry and studied in catalysis research 1,2 . Furthermore, urgently needed solutions for major global challenges, like global warming and a growing energy demand, will depend on the availability of efficient catalysts.
It was early recognized that the support material can influence the catalytic activity of metal catalyst particles 3 . Besides explanatory schemes based, e.g., on structural or compositional modifications, this 'carrier effect' has been explained by an electron transfer between support material and metal catalyst particles 4, 5 . Such 'electronic metal-support interactions' (EMSI) 6 can be rationalized in terms of an electron transfer for metal adatoms and small sub-nanometer sized metal clusters [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] due to the formation of polar chemical bonds with more or less ionic character between the support surface atoms and the metal cluster 'adsorbate'. Substantial charge transfer of the order of 0.1-1 |e|/atom can be observed when metal adatoms or sub-nm clusters interact directly with the support surface 12 , especially with oxide support defects or with surface cations of transition metal oxides 11 . This strong electron transfer corresponds to a partial oxidation or reduction of the supported metal atoms with drastic influence on their catalytic properties.
For metallic nanoparticles, a different classification of EMSI emerges: the large number of electronic degrees of freedom of nanometer sized metal particles leads to the formation of a continuum of electronic states with a well-defined Fermi level 13 and an associated work function of the metal nanoparticle. As a consequence, a thermodynamic description of EMSI is justified, where electron transfer is rationalized in terms of electronic equilibration between the support material and the catalyst nanoparticle in analogy to the Schottky theory of metal/semiconductor contacts 3, 4, 14, 15 . At the sub-nanometer scale, the majority of metal cluster atoms are in direct contact with the support surface, especially in the case of monolayer thick two-dimensional clusters. For nanoparticles, where the majority of surface atoms is not in direct contact with the support, the question arises whether EMSI can affect sites at the catalytically active outer surface (CAOS) in addition to how the amount of EMSI-related electron transfer scales with particle size 16 . Due to strong charge screening 17 , the excess charge on metal nanoparticles could be expected to accumulate at the direct contact interface between the metal particle and the support material (the catalystsupport interface, CSI), thus forming a charged double layer at the CSI. In line with this expectation, computational studies on transition metal overlayers fully covering carbon 18 or metal oxide 19 support surfaces came to the conclusion that electronic interactions between metal and support only affect the first two to three metal overlayers. However, as shown in the following, basic electrostatic considerations suggest that, in addition to the sub-nm short-range charge transfer at the CSI, electronic equilibration with the support material leads to a long-range direct charging of the catalyst nanoparticle CAOS, which can affect remote catalytic sites at a distance up to several nanometers away from the CSI.
II. RESULTS
A. Theoretical derivation of catalyst particle outer surface charging Figure 1 illustrates the electrostatic argument. In general, the isolated catalyst particles will have a work function W c distinct from the work function W s of the bare support surface (cf. Figure 1a ). Upon contact, the support material equilibrates with each of the catalyst particles by electron transfer. The resulting polarization generates an electrostatic potential energy step (−e)∆Φ s−c across the CSI that equilibrates the Fermi levels and is equal to the difference of the two work functions W c − W s (cf. Figure 1b) . The corresponding polarization double-layer is localized at the CSI due to the strong charge screening inside the metal catalyst particles. This basic reasoning of charge transfer at the direct CSI is well-understood 15, 20 .
An additional long-range charging of the CAOS of the catalyst particles must occur if the catalyst particles do not fully cover the support surface. The overlapping dipole fields of each of the supported, polarized catalyst particles generate an overall electrostatic potential step between support and vaccum (dielectric) ∆Φ s−v (cf. Figure 1c ) that is proportional to the average surface polarization density p (cf. proof in the Appendix),
with the vacuum dielectric constant 0 and, in case the surface is surrounded by a dielectric medium instead of vacuum, the corresponding relative dielectric constant r . Because the average surface polarization density p is a function of the support surface coverage with correspond to the potential level in vacuum. An outer surface charge on the catalyst particle is necessary to account for the difference ∆Φ c−v of the net electrostatic potential levels in vacuum and inside the catalyst particle, respectively; c) the equilibrated system is characterized by a common
Fermi level and work function W c|s .
catalyst particles, the same holds for ∆Φ s−v . Therefore, the overall surface potential step ∆Φ s−v is generally smaller in magnitude than ∆Φ s−c at the direct CSI, which is fixed by W c − W s , for an incomplete coverage of the support surface with catalyst particles. This difference between ∆Φ s−v and ∆Φ s−c is compensated by an additional charge on the CAOS of each catalyst particle. The electrostatic field associated with this additional CAOS charge generates the required additional electrostatic potential step ∆Φ c−v in order to ensure that the value of the electrostatic potential in vacuum is path-independent (cf. Figure 1b) :
Furthermore, the additional surface charge on the CAOS of the catalyst particle generates a field contribution inside the particle which opposes the dipole field originating from the polarized CSI, thus fulfilling the requirement of zero net electrostatic field inside the bulk of the metal catalyst particle, which has been pointed out earlier in the context of a Schottky model for metal nanoparticles on semiconductor surfaces 15, 21, 22 .
B. Electrostatic model simulations
The magnitude of the CAOS charging effect can be estimated with a classical electrostatic model. Simulations were performed with COMSOL. The support material and the catalyst particles were modelled without loss of generality as perfect conductors with a fixed electrostatic potential difference of 1 V between catalyst particle and support, corresponding to a work function difference of 1 eV. A catalyst particle was placed above the support surface inside a cuboid supercell with edge length l c-c and periodic boundary conditions in x-and y-direction parallel to the surface. The system is equivalent to a 2-dimensional square array of catalyst particles with inter-particle distance l c-c . Different geometries of the catalyst particle were used: hemispherical, spherical, and cubical. The distance between the support surface and the flat bottom particle surface was fixed at d c-s = 0.3 nm. The numerical convergence of the electrostatic simulations was confirmed by refinement of the 3-dimensional finite element mesh. In order to calculate the net electrostatic potential Φ and the surface charge density σ generated by the electronic equilibration between the support material and the catalyst particle, the support surface was grounded (Φ s = 0 V) and the catalyst particle that not only the entire CAOS of the particle carries charge, but also the surrounding empty support surface. The CAOS charge density gradually decreases towards the top of the catalyst particle. However, even the minimum value of σ c (θ = 0) = 0.049 e/nm 2 is substantial (cf. σ c = 0.184 e/nm 2 at the direct CSI), leading to strong electrostatic fields of the order of |E| ≈ 1 V/nm at the CAOS with increasing strength towards the perimeter of catalyst particle and support.
The same model can be used to gauge the dependence of the CAOS charging effect on catalyst loading and particle geometry. Figure 3 shows the surface polarization density per catalyst particle p Ac , averaged over the projected particle area A c , as a function of the support surface coverage with particles γ = A c /A total . Catalyst particle polarization, and thus particle CAOS charging, is largest in the limit of low coverage γ. For increasing cover- age, the CAOS charging decreases. This depolarization results from the mutual interaction between neighboring polarized particles. In the limit of large coverage γ → 1, the CAOS charging converges to zero and p Ac converges towards the fixed polarization p 0 at the direct CSI for a dense catalyst metal layer. Furthermore, the CAOS charging is very sensitive to the particle shape at small γ: the polarization density for γ → 0 of hemispherical catalyst particles is less than half that of spherical and cubical particles.
C. Density functional theory simulations
Predictions of the classical electrostatic model were further investigated by density functional theory (DFT). Platinum nanoparticles supported on a Sb-doped SnO 2 (110) surface were chosen for this purpose, because this system has attracted substantial attention in recent research on electrocatalysts for the oxygen reduction reaction 23, 24 . Periodic DFT computations were performed using the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP). The core electrons were taken into account by the projector augmented wave method (PAW) 25, 26 . The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in the PBE form 27 was used for the exchange- correlation functional. The simulated system consisted of cuboctahedral Pt 55 clusters supported on Sb-doped SnO 2 slabs comprising nine atomic layers with the most stable (110) surface orientation of the rutile crystal structure. Two different sizes of the periodic supercell were used in order achieve one system at high (1 × 1 supercell) and one at low coverage (2 × 2 supercell) with Pt nanoparticles. Stoichiometric and reduced Sb-SnO 2 (110) surfaces were used to introduce variations of the support work function. In order to extract purely electronic interactions, structural interactions between catalyst and support were excluded by fixing the geometries of the cuboctahedral Pt particles and the Sb-SnO 2 slab to those of the individual systems. A similar strategy has been applied in a DFT study of electronic Pt particle size effects 13 . Only the distance between the Pt cluster and the Sb-SnO 2 (110) surface was relaxed until an energy minimum was reached. Further details of DFT computations are described in the Appendix. equilibration with the Sb-SnO 2 support was evaluated by Bader charge analysis 28 . Color coded values of δ are presented in Figure 5a ; tabulated data can be found in Table I, averaged over different parts of the Pt particle as well as for specific Pt atoms labelled according to Figure 5a . In line with the sign of W c − W s , electrons are transferred on average to the Pt particle on the reduced Sb-SnO 2 surface, whereas electrons are withdrawn from the Pt particle on the stoichiometric support.
The average value of δ across the entire particle depends only weakly on supercell size and is with approximately 0.15 e − /atom in good agreement with the order of magnitude of experimentally observed particle-averaged values reported for different systems in the literature 16, 29 . However, the average without CSI is significantly smaller and drops to 0.016-0.028 e − /atom. Vice versa, an extremely large transfer of approximately 0.8 e − /atom is found by taking the average only over the CSI. The average value over the entire Pt particle is, therefore, dominated by the electron transfer at the direct CSI, in agreement with experimentally observed increasing EMSI with increasing CSI contact area 30 .
The coverage-dependent charging of the CAOS is weaker than charging at the CSI. Taking the average of δ only over the outer (100) facet of the Pt particle pointing towards vacuum results in a value of 0.023 electrons per Pt atom for the 2 × 2 supercell, which is in good The average δ over the CAOS drops to almost zero for the 1 × 1 supercell confirming the strong dependence of CAOS charging on the coverage γ.
It can be concluded that quantitative analysis of electron transfer in terms of an average value over the entire catalyst particle 4,14,16,31 must be seen in a context of inhomogeneous charging across nanoparticles with strong localisation near the CSI, coverage dependend charging of the CAOS, and different weighting of CSI and CAOS depending on particle size and shape.
Finally, the analysis of individual Pt atoms furthermore confirms that the transferred charge accumulates at the surface of the Pt particle. The center atom is largely screened and the remaining net Bader charges of this atom, which appear uncorrelated with the equilibration-driven charge transfer, both in magnitude and in sign, can be explained with
Friedel oscillations 17 not being fully damped at the center atom for the 1 nm sized Pt particle.
The effect of the long-range CAOS charging that circumvents the charge screening of the Pt particle bulk leads to a significant charge especially on edge Pt sites of the vacuum-facing facet, such as Pt atom T2, to which an amount of 0.041 electrons is transferred for the Pt/reduced Sb-SnO 2 system with 2 × 2 supercell. This transfer decreases to almost zero for the same system with 1 × 1 supercell and close proximity of neighboring Pt particles, a result that could indicate a close relationship with experimentally established catalyst particle proximity effects 32 .
III. DISCUSSION
The long-range effect of EMSI at the nanometer scale can be described in terms of catalysis in a capacitor: The CAOS of the catalyst particle and the surrounding empty support surface correspond to the two charged electrodes of a capacitor at a voltage equal to the "built-in" potential difference ∆Φ s−c between catalyst and support, which is fixed by the corresponding work function difference W c − W s . The influence of such "capacitive EMSI" on the properties of catalytic sites at the CAOS could be classified in terms of electric field effects and surface potential effects on the one hand, and direct charge effects due to the change of electron number at specific CAOS sites on the other hand, as discussed in the following.
According to Sabatier's principle, which is widely accepted in heterogeneous and in electro-catalysis, the binding energies of adsorbing species have a strong influence on the catalytic activity 33, 34 . Prominent examples are the electrochemical reduction of oxygen on transition metal surfaces 35 , which is governed by the respective oxygen adsorption energies, and the gas-phase synthesis of ammonia in the Haber-Bosch process, which can be correlated with the respective nitrogen adsorption energies 34 . Whereas the local work function can vary across different catalytic sites, the overall surface potential effect of capacitive EMSI can be quantified by the global work function W c|s of the catalyst particle decorated support surface, cf. Appendix for a careful definition.
The catalyst work function W c is modified by the additional potential step (−e)∆Φ c−v between Pt particle and vacuum due to CAOS charging, so that the global work function equals Therefore, EMSI can act on catalytic sites at a significant distance from the support surface at the nanometer scale despite the strong charge screening of metals.
As counterpart to the catalyst particle CAOS, the surrounding empty support surface gets charged at the same magnitude but with opposite sign, cf. Figure 2 . Corresponding modifications of the co-catalytic properties of oxide supports can be expected in accordance with the electron theory of catalysis on semiconductors 47 . It is, therefore, interesting to contemplate EMSI also in a context of catalytic spillover effects 48 .
Finally, the long-range charge transfer to the CAOS depends on the degree to which the support material can provide mobile electrons to equilibrate with the catalyst particle.
In case of a support material with low density of mobile charge carriers, the formation of a thick depletion layer inside the support decreases the overall capacity of the catalyst CAOSsupport system and results in reduced CAOS charging. Thus, capacitive EMSI are strongest for metallic, weaker for semiconducting, and vanishing for insulating support materials. Introducing free charge carriers into a semiconducting or insulating support therefore increases capacitive EMSI with bearings on the catalytic properties of supported catalyst particles.
This provides motivation to surface treat or dope supports in heterogeneous catalysis applications with a view to provide free charge carriers even though electronic conductivity of the support is not strictly needed.
For a more detailed quantification of the catalytic effects of capacitive EMSI for specific reactions, DFT calculations of binding energies of probe atoms/molecules at the CAOS of supported metal catalyst particles are necessary. In order to observe strong effects due to capacitive EMSI, such computations of adsorbate binding energies must be carried out for systems with very large supercell in the DFT model corresponding to low coverage of the support surface with catalyst particles. Since the required massive computational resources for this purpose exceeded the ones available within the present study, such detailed quantification for specific reactions remains topic of future research on capacitive EMSI.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Electronic equilibration between metallic catalyst particles and support material results in long-range charging of the catalytically active outer surface of catalyst particles at the nanometer scale bypassing the strong charge screening of the catalyst particle bulk. In this way, electronic metal-support interactions can affect remote catalytic sites at a significant distance from the direct catalyst-support interface. This long-range charge transfer scales with the work function difference between catalyst and support material, and it depends on the size, shape, and proximity of the catalyst nanoparticles, which suggests a close connection between such capacitive EMSI and well-established catalyst particle size and proximity effects. Furthermore, strongest catalytic effects are predicted in the presence of a dielectric due to the scaling of CAOS charging with the relative dielectric constant of the surrounding medium. The definition of an appropriate work function (i.e. the energy needed to extract an electron) of the support surface decorated with catalyst particles requires careful consideration.
Charge transfer effects between macroscopically distant parts of a surface are usually excluded from the definition of the work function by specifying the final state of the extracted electron as located "just outside" the respective surface 50 . This distinction is well justified, because the electric fields generated by macroscopic charge transfer effects are several orders of magnitude weaker than the direct surface dipole fields. In the present case, however, charge transfer effects occur at a nanoscopic length scale. The corresponding electric field strengths and surface charges are significant for the catalytic function, so that these effects should be included in the definition of the global work function. Thus, in the present case, "just outside" refers to a distance of the order of 10 − 100 nm from the surface. This definition is identical to the 'area-averaged work function' used extensively in the surface science literature 7, 51 . Consequently, the global work function assumes a specific value for the entire heterogeneous surface that can be measured (e.g., by photoemission spectroscopy 51 ) and correlated with global catalytic properties such as overall rate constants in heterogeneous catalysis or exchange current densities in electrocatalysis. This definition, however, must be clearly distinguished from the concept of the 'local work function' that is probed at a sub-nanometer distance from the surface, for instance by photoemission of adsorbed xenon (PAX) 37 . This local work function varies spatially over the heterogeneous surface and contributes to catalytic properties of individual, spatially distinct active sites, for instance at the top or at the perimeter of the catalyst particles.
Appendix C: Proof of the relation ∆Φ = p /( 0 r ) a. Surface multipole expansion. Without loss of generality, a relative dielectric constant of the surrounding medium of r = 1 is assumed in the following. A convenient approach to obtain an analytical expression for the net electrostatic potential step ∆Φ across a catalyst particle decorated support material surface is a surface multipole expansion of the electrostatic potential
where ρ is the net electrical charge density resulting from the electronic equilibration between catalyst particles and support material. This surface multipole expansion consists in a Taylor expansion of the factor 1 [(x −x) 2 +(y −y) 2 +(z −z) 2 ] 1/2 in the coordinate z perpendicular to the surface only, in contrast to the usual multipole expansion in the entire vector r . The zeroth order term of the surface multipole expansion reads
with the surface charge density σ(x , y ) := dz ρ(x , y , z ). The first order term reads
with the surface polarization density p(x , y ) := dz z ρ(x , y , z ). We have the freedom to define the origin of the coordinate system at the x-and y-coordinate of the observation point so that x = y = 0 in Equation (C3). Furthermore, we introduce two variable transforms, first from (x , y ) to polar coordinates (r , φ), and then, after factoring out z in the denominator, we transform r to r = r /z to yield of the surface multipole expansion is generated by the surface charge density σ(x , y ) := dz ρ(x , y , z ). This term is symmetric in the coordinate z perpendicular to the surface and therefore it does not contribute to the overall surface potential step ∆Φ := lim z→∞ Φ(x, y, z) − lim z→−∞ Φ(x, y, z).
The first order term Φ (1) (x, y, z) is generated by the surface polarization density p(x , y ) := dz z ρ(x , y , z ). Under the general assumption that the surface polarization density fulfills the limiting property lim A→∞ 1 A A p dA = p with a well-defined area averaged surface polarization density p , the following limiting behavior of Φ (1) holds:
This can be derived directly from equation (C4) with the use of Lemma 1 presented below.
Since the first order surface multipole term is antisymmetric in z, the limiting value for z → −∞ is given by the negative of this expression.
All terms of order > 1 of the surface multipole expansion do not contribute to the overall potential step and thus the work function: Their respective contribution to Φ gains one effective z-factor in the denominator with each increase of the multipole order, thus, Proof. For any given > 0 we have to find a z 0 so that ∀z > z 0 the following holds: 
Also, by definition of the integral with upper bound R, we find an N ∈ N so that 
where the last integral extends over the area of the annuli A i between the radii zr i and zr i+1 .
The respective area of annulus A i is equal to A i = 2πz 2 ∆r 2 (i + 
The minimum area of the annuli is A 0 = πz 2 ∆r 2 = πz 
Finally, N and R can already be chosen large enough in the first place, so that also 
The integral on the LHS with upper bound ∞ can be analytically evaluated to yield 
We then conclude 
